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Despite several calls from the community for improving the sustainability of computing, sufficient progress is yet to be made on one of the key prerequisites of sustainable computing—the ability to define and measure computing sustainability holistically. This position paper proposes metrics that aim to measure the end-to-end sustainability footprint in data centers. To enable useful sustainable computing efforts, these metrics can track the sustainability footprint at various granularities—from a single request to an entire data center. The proposed metrics can also broadly influence sustainable computing practices by incentivizing end-users and developers to participate in sustainable computing efforts in data centers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sustainability is a societal challenge that must be addressed on all fronts. Data centers already contribute significantly to the global carbon footprint [48, 56]. Worse, the rise in popularity of resource-intensive Big Data, AI, and Machine Learning workloads is poised to make data center operations unsustainable [6, 35, 38, 43, 47, 61]. While existing hardware and virtualization technologies have helped regulate the energy consumed by data center servers, they ignore other important contributors to unsustainable computing, such as manufacturing and disposal costs. Achieving true "sustainable" data center computing will require taking into account all factors that contribute to the sustainability footprint of computing, including the manufacture, repair, and disposal/recycling of IT equipment.

A necessary first step for any sustainable computing approach is the ability to define and measure comprehensive sustainability metrics or cost functions. As business management thinker Peter Drucker rightly said "if you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it." The key question that we consider in this position paper is how do we define comprehensive metrics and cost functions that capture the sustainability footprint of data centers?

Ideally, the metrics should allow sustainability accounting at various granularities—from a single request to an entire data center. This is necessary as system-scale metrics are inadequate in quantifying the overall sustainability impact of individual contributors, such as programming techniques used by developers, management practices used within virtualized systems operated by a renter in a colocated installation, etc. The metrics should also track sustainability costs across computing devices, including shared (e.g., virtualized) computing environments. Finally, the metrics should be accurate, easy to measure, reproducible, and useful (e.g., to encourage sustainable computing).

The eventual goal of this work is to develop metrics that lead to market-based strategies to incentivize sustainable computing. To that end, this position paper presents new candidate metrics for sustainability in data centers. We start by describing the various factors, beyond IT equipment energy (or "operational energy"), which contribute to the sustainability footprint of data centers. For instance, one significant factor that is often ignored is the energy spent in the entire lifecycle—production, delivery, and disposal—of IT equipment (referred to as "embodied energy"). Next, we discuss the various challenges involved in measuring and obtaining the end-to-end sustainability costs of these factors and potential solutions to address the challenges. We then present our proposed sustainability metrics that (i) take into account various sustainability costs incurred throughout the entire lifecycle of IT equipment, including wear-and-tear, and (ii) assign appropriate sustainability costs to individual jobs.

A key consideration in designing sustainability metrics is the units of reporting. While carbon-based units have largely been employed in practice [44, 63, 65], we argue that not all sustainability footprint factors (e.g., disposal of IT equipment, water usage) can be easily quantified in such units. Further, it is not entirely clear whether such carbon-based reporting units are sufficient to promote sustainable computing among end-users of computing services. For example, would a cloud user be sufficiently incentivized to participate in sustainable computing efforts if they were informed that their workload contributed to, say, 2.5 grams of CO_2 emissions?

We posit that there is room for additional, complementary units of sustainability reporting that can address the gaps in carbon-based reporting units. For example, translating all sustainability measurements into monetary units can provide a complementary view of sustainability costs, in addition to carbon-based reporting. While such translations of carbon-to-dollars have been used in other fields (e.g., carbon tax [68, 70] or regulatory credits [37, 58]), we argue that employing similar translations can facilitate sustainable (data center) computing as well.

Finally, we discuss unique opportunities that can be enabled by employing our proposed sustainability metrics. Specifically, we describe how access to per-job sustainability costs can allow end-users and software developers to be involved in data center sustainability efforts.
2 DEFINING SUSTAINABILITY METRICS

Recent studies and efforts in sustainable computing have established the need for new metrics, beyond traditional power/energy metrics, to define and measure sustainability holistically [11, 26, 27, 60]. To facilitate sustainable computing efforts, such metrics should also be granular enough to identify sustainability bottlenecks, for example, at the level of a single request.

Existing solutions often focus on a single, possibly incomplete metric. For example, a popular metric used in data centers is the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) [7], defined as the ratio of total data center energy consumption to the energy consumed by IT equipment (servers, switches, etc.). However, PUE ignores the energy source (clean-energy vs. grid energy) and the wear-and-tear of IT equipment. Other metrics such as Carbon- [9] or Water-Usage Effectiveness [8] are too coarse grained and cannot be mapped to individual requests, necessary for users to assess their impact on sustainability. The SCI rate metric [25] does provide carbon emissions per functional unit (e.g., per user or per device), but it does not account for recycling potential or system overheads.

This section discusses the design of our proposed sustainability metrics and the various elements that contribute to our metrics. To combine different elements into a unified sustainability footprint, we start by employing the unit of "carbon dioxide equivalent" or CO2e, expressed in grams of CO2 (or gCO2e) [44, 63, 65]. We discuss alternative units for reporting sustainability that may better incentivize general users in Section 3.

2.1 Design Philosophy

Our key objective in this position paper when designing our candidate metrics is to incorporate significant contributors to data center sustainability footprint—beyond just IT equipment energy—as discussed below. While we briefly comment on other objectives, such as metric accuracy and collection effort, we plan to investigate these in detail as part of future work.

- **Operational energy** is the energy consumed by all IT equipment in the data center (servers, routers, monitors, cooling systems, etc.), including the energy consumed by idle equipment and power delivery losses.
- **Energy source cleanliness** directly contributes to the sustainability footprint. For example, 1kWh of electricity generated from coal produces 820 gCO2e (grams of CO2-equivalent), whereas the carbon intensity for solar electricity is only about 48 gCO2e/kWh [39].
- **Embodied costs** refer to the sustainability costs incurred during the entire lifecycle of data center equipment, beyond the operating costs.
- **Device wear**. Different workloads can impact device health in different ways. For example, (write-heavy) I/O workloads wear out storage systems much faster than compute workloads, whereas the latter may wear out processors at a faster rate. As a result, the affected devices require additional maintenance or repair, thus incurring sustainability costs involved in manually attending to the devices and possibly replacing them.
- **Recycling costs**. Some equipment, such as hard disks or monitors, may be recycled instead of being disposed entirely. In such cases, there is a sustainability discount that applies when reusing the equipment.
- **Material consumption and human costs**. Data centers consume material for elements apart from IT equipment, such as the construction material required for data center building(s), water or glycol use for cooling and operating the data center, etc. These materials, and their disposal, contribute to the sustainability costs of data centers. Similarly, the personnel involved in data center operations and their actions (e.g., driving to work) also contribute to sustainability costs.

2.2 Operational Sustainability Costs

It is critical to track the sustainability costs at a fine granularity (e.g., a request or job) to drive meaningful sustainable computing efforts, such as resource management and scheduling/migration of workloads. This requires careful accounting of a job’s power/energy usage at all hosts where the job executes. A job’s end-to-end operational sustainability cost is then computed, for example, by summing up the job’s share of all host-level and device-level (e.g., switches, routers) power consumption and then converting them to CO2e values [65, 68, 70]. Note that the above computation captures the sustainability costs of distributed jobs (or applications) as it is a summation over all hosts and/or devices that the job executes on. Combining various, diverse energy costs may require more complex aggregation functions; the summation we employ is a simple first step. Note that operational sustainability costs are location- and time-dependent since the CO2e conversion values depend on the energy source mix in use at that time at the data center utility provider [55]. This trend can be exploited to schedule/migrate jobs at more sustainable sites and times of day [12, 40].

To fairly measure and charge a job for operational power use, one can leverage modern hardware and sensors exposed via the BIOS’s ACPI interface. For non-shared environments, a job’s power use can be obtained from direct power measurements via device-specific tools such as Intel’s RAPL [21], NVIDIA’s nvidia-smi utility [52] (for GPUs), ACPI [32], etc. The per-host power use can also be directly obtained via smart PDUs.

For shared environments, each job must be “charged” a fraction of the host’s or device’s power consumption, commensurate with the job’s utilization of that host/device. Utilization details for each shared component (CPU, GPU, memory banks, etc.) can be obtained via monitoring available within modern hosts (e.g., Intel’s RDT and XTU [17, 18], NVIDIA’s nvprof utility [53]), and complemented with readily available OS-level monitoring tools (e.g., Linux’s /proc/PID/stat). Note that we do not equally divide the power consumption of a host/device among the jobs executing on it, and instead charge jobs based on their utilization of the host/device.

To account for per-VM or per-container power use, a similar strategy can be employed by obtaining per-VM or per-container resource usage via the hypervisor or the orchestrator (e.g., Kubernetes). Host-level virtualization overheads, such as VM exits, IPIs, world switches, and cache contention, can also be measured using
existing profiling/instrumentation mechanisms (e.g., kprobes [45], perf [4]) and attributed to specific users, where possible.

Finally, a job must be charged with part of the total unaccounted power use of the host proportionally to the job’s utilization, similar to a sales tax. Such unaccounted power use includes idle power of individual hardware components, power consumption of components that cannot be directly measured, and power consumed by the OS for maintenance functions such as garbage collection. Some data center components are closed “black boxes” that cannot be easily instrumented to measure power use, such as commercial storage servers/SANs or network switches. Power use of such units can be obtained via SNMP or via the rack’s smart Power Management Unit (PMU) sockets where various components are plugged in. Per-job charges can then be applied proportionally based on the job’s OS-reported network and storage traffic. By allocating unaccounted power across jobs, one can reconstruct the costs at various granularities (e.g., host or cluster) by combining the costs of all jobs (executed and/or executing at that host or cluster).

To enhance our measurement accuracy, we will periodically compare the sum of power estimates of all jobs at a host with the aggregate per-host power measurements reported by PDUs. The difference in values will guide our end-to-end sustainability cost aggregation functions.

2.3 Embodied Sustainability Costs

These are the sustainability costs associated with the production, manufacturing, and disposal (including waste treatment) of all data center equipment. Embodied costs are often indirect costs with respect to data center computing (sometimes referred to as scope-3 emissions [67]) but are known to cause significant environmental harm [15, 16, 30, 71]. By accounting for embodied costs during decision making, data center operators can more broadly impact sustainability by incentivizing the purchase of “sustainably sourced” IT equipment.

However, we note that such costs are typically proprietary (verified through multiple industrial collaborators) and not released publicly. For example, estimating the CO2e usage incurred in building a server will require CO2e usage details from all (supply chain) vendors involved in manufacturing, shipping, and assembling the components of that server. Nonetheless, estimates of some of these costs (e.g., CO2e costs of manufacturing specific IT equipment [15] or specific server models [62]) can be obtained. Whether or not such sparse, publicly available data can be used to extrapolate estimates to all data center equipment remains an important open question for sustainable computing.

The embodied costs will be amortized over the equipment lifetime; for example, servers are often replaced after 3–5 years [28]. A job will then be assigned a share of the per-equipment embodied costs in proportion to its total (possibly shared) usage time of that equipment, divided by the usable lifetime of the equipment.

2.4 Other Sustainability Costs

To account for the impact of job execution on device health, we propose to levy CO2e “taxes” on the job in proportion to the job’s contribution in reducing the usable lifetime of the equipment it runs on. For example, if a job produces heavy I/O activity on a hard disk drive or triggers overclocking on a processor, the associated wear-and-tear impact on the device, estimated via existing reliability studies and models [20, 24, 29, 69], can be added to the job’s sustainability cost after appropriate amortization. However, it is possible that a job’s execution can trigger overclocking or garbage collection, thereby impacting the sustainability costs and performance of all colocated jobs. Such unintentional costs will require further analysis for fair charging, an effort we defer to future work. Note that device health is also impacted by ambient factors such as heat and humidity [42].

To account for equipment recycling, we increase the lifetime estimate of the equipment by its predicted additional usage time. This results in jobs using that equipment to be taxed at a lower rate. For example, if a job J runs for 1 day on an equipment with usable lifetime of 500 days and embodied costs of 100 gCO2e, then J will be taxed \( \frac{100}{500} = 0.2 \) gCO2e. If the equipment can be recycled, resulting in an additional 200 days of predicted usage, then the tax on J reduces to \( \frac{100}{700} \approx 0.14 \) gCO2e. Note that recycling may incur additional (one-time) costs which will have to be charged back to jobs; e.g., RAM modules can be easily extracted and reused but HDDs may require careful scrubbing before reuse [33, 34]. In some cases, discarding and purchasing a more sustainable piece of equipment may be the better choice.

Finally, to account for other consumption, we rely on existing studies to translate the consumption to CO2e units. For example, one gallon of (unheated) water usage represents about 0.08 gCO2e [50, 57]. Of course, the CO2e costs of water usage also depend on the source of water (e.g., desalination plant, non-replenishing aquifer, or a local river system). Note that it is possible that not all consumption (e.g., activities of work-from-home staff) can be easily translated to CO2e values.

2.5 Our Proposed Sustainability Metrics

We now present our holistic, fine-grained metrics that consider the costs discussed in previous subsections:

- **Job Sustainability Costs (JSC)** is the operational CO2e spent while running the job, focusing on the factors discussed in Section 2.2. A “job” can be as small as a single network packet or as large as a giant DNN model that takes days to train [31]. Consider a job that consumes 1kJ energy executing on a host and an additional 0.08kJ due to power losses and cooling. If the energy source is 80% coal and 20% solar, then, using the carbon-intensity values stated in Section 2.1 and converting kJ to kWh, we have JSC \( = 1.08 \times (0.8 \times 820 + 0.2 \times 48) \div 3600 = 0.2 \) gCO2e.

- **Amortized Sustainability Costs (ASC)** is the sum of JSC and the job’s share (or tax) of embodied and other costs. Consider a job J that ran for 5 hours and incurred 40 gCO2e during its execution on equipment with a lifetime of 3 years, and the embodied costs (including wear-and-tear impact and recycling potential) of the equipment it exclusively ran on was 10,000 gCO2e. Then, ASC \( = 40 + 10,000 \times \frac{5}{3 \times 365} \times 0.2 = 41.9 \) gCO2e.

If the equipment
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was shared with other jobs, then the taxes are spread over jobs in proportion to their equipment usage time.

- **Sustainability Cost Rate** (SCR) is the rate of sustainability costs incurred per unit time for a job. SCR can be obtained by averaging JSC or ASC over short time periods, even instantaneously, or over the entire job lifetime. If the aforementioned job with JSC of 0.2 gCO2e completed in 20s, then its SCR is $\frac{0.2}{20} = 0.01$ gCO2e/s.

To also account for job “performance”, our metrics can be augmented with Quality of Service (QoS), a performance measure that users wish to maximize, such as throughput, model accuracy, inverse of tail latency, or a generic utility function [41, 66]. With QoS and sustainability in mind, we propose our final metric:

- **Job Quality per Cost Rate** (JQCR) combines a job’s QoS and JSC (or ASC) as $\frac{QoS \times JSC}{Elapsed\ time \times JSC}$, where elapsed time is the job’s running time or the monitoring duration of interest. JQCR is a value that we aim to maximize (higher QoS, lower sustainability costs, and shorter time). JQCR is a rate metric, hence the *Elapsed time* in the denominator. The intuition behind JQCR is that it represents the rate at which one unit of sustainability cost (JSC or ASC) improves QoS; maximizing JQCR thus maximizes the rate at which QoS increases for each unit of sustainability cost expended. JQCR can cover any useful scope: a single job, VM, host, etc. Consider an e-commerce service comprising three VMs: web server, database server, and credit card charging server. If, over the course of one day, the three VMs processed 15,000 online purchases and the sum of all JSCs was 250 gCO2e, then the hourly JQCR of the e-commerce service “job” is $JQCR = \frac{15,000}{24\times250} = 2.5$ purchases/hr/gCO2e. As another example, suppose a large ML job took 1 week to train a single model and obtained a classification accuracy of 90% and incurred a JSC of 70 gCO2e. Then, its JQCR for accuracy as the QoS is $\frac{70}{70} \approx 0.18$ % accuracy/day/gCO2e. Note that JQCR can be computed for any job granularity and in any QoS and time units. In this example, if the training data consisted of 1 million images, then the image-level JQCR, in time units of hours and QoS of number of images processed, is $\frac{1,000,000}{24\times24} \approx 85$ images/hr/gCO2e.

The JSC, ASC, and SCR metrics can be used to optimize sustainability costs for a given QoS target (or vice-versa) or for determining Pareto-optimal curves of sustainability costs vs. QoS, whereas JQCR can jointly maximize QoS and minimize sustainability costs. Our metrics are customizable: e.g., a QoS-sensitive provider can use QoS$^2$ in the numerator of JQCR.

The above metrics only represent a first step. We will continue to improve the accuracy and coverage of our metrics, and to make our metric collection more scalable.

3 COMPLEMENTARY REPORTING UNITS

Carbon-based units have often been employed as the de-facto units for sustainability reporting by various entities, including the EPA [44, 63, 65]. However, as we discuss below, carbon-based units do have certain limitations, and this represents an opportunity for alternative units to complement carbon-based ones.

3.1 Limitations of Carbon-Based Units

The carbon-based units (e.g., CO2e) used today for sustainability assessments are intended to capture the environmental impact of an activity. However, carbon-based values are not easily available for the manufacture, distribution, installation, end-of-life dismantling, and recycling of various data center equipment (e.g., air handlers, cables, UPSs, batteries). Further, CO2e values do not exist for every equipment used by a data center, for example, the water used in heat exchangers (cooling towers or radiator units) and evaporative coolers. Similarly, chemicals and energy used for conditioning water prior to use also have an environmental impact that is not captured by carbon-based units.

Finally, and importantly, one of the biggest problems that carbon-based units have is that many users cannot relate to carbon, because it is literally invisible. Users begin to relate to carbon, and sustainability issues in general, when, sadly, the impact is much more direct and visible, especially health or financial—e.g., a fire, flood, or hurricane destroying one’s home. We thus propose that an alternative unit of measurement of sustainability is necessary to bridge the gap left by carbon-based units.

3.2 Monetary Units: A Complementary View

Monetary units, such as dollars, for better or worse, serve as a common denominator that can be understood quite easily by all computing users. Indeed, pocketbook issues have a greater impact on sustainability than altruism: e.g., demand for energy-efficient cars skyrocketed in 2022 largely due to rising gasoline prices [23, 51]. Further, monetary units can certainly quantify, at least approximately, the (sustainability) cost of manufacturing, distribution, and recycling as well as the consumption of resources that are not amenable to carbon-based measures. Monetary values for the hard-to-quantify environmental impact of data centers, combined with already quantifiable CO2e values of data center operations, can provide a way to look at the sustainability implications of data centers through their larger lifecycle. We therefore posit that monetary-based sustainability metrics are vital and complementary to carbon-based metrics.

The environmental impact of carbon and other GHGs (e.g., methane) can be converted to dollars, even accounting for long-term impact. For example, insurance companies have studied risk analysis and can produce reasonably accurate home-insurance quotes for those who live even in high-risk areas (e.g., near flood-prone shores or in “tornado alley”). Likewise, health experts are projecting healthcare costs associated with global warming. Converting carbon-based values to monetary ones is already happening. Government Cap-and-Trade Programs have existed for years [14] as well as trading platforms such as the Chicago Climate Exchange [59]. For example, carbon taxes are already used [68, 70] and companies like Tesla regularly sell carbon credits [37, 58].

However, monetary units are not perfect either, at least for three reasons. (1) Devising fair and accurate cost models requires deep understanding of both computing and economics. As such, economists’
involvement will be integral in devising models and market structures to determine the sustainability taxes and budgets. (2) Rich countries, corporations, and individuals can afford to change their habits perhaps with little impact to their standards of living; but poorer and third-world countries may not be able to change so easily. Thus, economists would have to devise cost models and associated “exchange rates” that will work world-wide. (3) When money is involved, so grow the incentives to cheat and steal. There would have to be better policing and checks-and-balances to ensure that no entity can misreport their sustainability monetary impact, or steal sustainability related taxes.

4 ENABLING OPPORTUNITIES

Sustainability is a market differentiator. Our holistic sustainability metrics, applicable at a per-job basis, allow for various opportunities to improve computing sustainability. For example, data center providers can immediately employ our metrics to identify expensive (sustainability-wise) jobs or services, which can then be migrated or scheduled at times and locations where cleaner energy is available. Importantly, our metrics can enable broader participation from key stakeholders of sustainable computing who have thus far been ignored—the users.

4.1 Opportunities for Cloud Users

Data centers have an implicit (economic and environmental) incentive to make their operations sustainable; looming governmental regulations will only strengthen this incentive [10, 13, 22, 49]. We assert that mechanisms are needed to include users in the data center sustainability management effort. To incentivize users to participate in data center sustainability efforts, the first step, as also noted by industry, is to provide users with visibility into the sustainability costs of their actions [19, 46].

Our metrics (JSC, SCR, etc.) can provide this information readily to users in real-time, e.g., via /proc/pid or visually via a dashboard. The dashboard can notify users about high sustainability costs, especially if the provider has mechanisms in place to throttle expensive jobs. Such notifications serve as feedback to incentivize users to improve the sustainability of their jobs. Our metrics can also be employed by users to plug in various values (e.g., cloud data center location and time-of-use) and conduct what-if analysis for their sustainability use.

If using monetary units for sustainability metrics, then additional user incentivization can be achieved in public clouds by possibly discounting user’s resource usage costs in proportion to their sustainability efforts (similar to a “cashback” strategy). For private clouds, a similar strategy could be employed but with tokens (e.g., Service Units [SUs] in NSF Chameleon [2, 36]) which are either periodically replenished or allocated based on user needs [1, 64]. These tokens could then be expended in proportion to the sustainability cost metrics of user jobs, thus incentivizing users to sustainably execute their jobs.

4.2 Opportunities for Software Developers

Current programming models are largely oblivious to the sustainability implications of their design decisions. Developers are not entirely at fault here as they rarely have visibility into the sustainability metrics that are only available at the data center level. With our proposed metrics, the programming abstractions can be designed to be aware of—and adaptive to—JSC, ASC, SCR, and JQCR. For example, the hyper-parameters of CNN training can be dynamically adjusted based on the goals of sustainability. New programming models can be designed to capture these recurring programming idioms that provide application-specific approaches in balancing the trade-off between maximizing sustainability and minimizing the loss in the Quality of Service (QoS).

Furthermore, the proposed sustainability metrics will allow software developers to design and optimize software not only for QoS but also for sustainability. For example, software can be designed to take advantage of heterogeneous computing (e.g., CPU, GPU, FPGA) and memory (e.g., DRAM, NVM, HBM) resources with different sustainability implications. Software can also be designed to dynamically adapt to different execution environments (e.g., the availability of renewable energy, the age and health of IT equipment) to trade off QoS and sustainability. For instance, fault-tolerant distributed software may adjust the checkpointing frequency, replication factor, or the backup storage medium to balance sustainability cost, QoS, and consistency guarantees.

5 CONCLUSION

To be truly end-to-end, metrics used for tracking and improving data center sustainability must look beyond traditional energy/power-based ones. These metrics must be comprehensive and encompass sustainability factors that are difficult, if not impossible, to track using energy/power-based formulations alone.

This position paper presented candidate metrics that account for some of these sustainability factors. A particular difficulty in quantifying the missing factors, such as heat loss and noise pollution, is the lack of any standards or conventions for the necessary instrumentation and measurement methodologies. While some efforts do exist in this space, such as the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHGP) [3] and the OCP Sustainability Initiative [54], more work is needed to standardize sustainability quantification. The lack of publicly available sustainability use data, especially embodied costs (see Section 2.3), is also a impediment. Finally, while we are dealing with sustainable computing, there is need to involve, at the very least, economists and public policy experts to make meaningful and lasting change. Mechanisms, such as those suggested in Sections 3 and 4, will be needed to implicitly incentivize computing users to participate in data center sustainability efforts before it is too late.
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